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Revisionist History within Colonial Times

The Pitch_ Architecture and Historical Memory

The Context for the Pitch
Absent Presences: Monumental Architecture and the
Representation of
Historical Memory
The signers of the Declaration of Independence as the
founding fathers are the symbols of our national origins.
Through their various material representations, they are our
selected heroes. But our individual and collective memory is
immaterial, unstable and changing. What is selected as significant historical memory is not necessarily evident of historical
reality. Revisionist history is based on this. Timothy Matlack
and the internal struggle within the colonial Philadelphia
Quaker community are entry points into a colonial world of
wrenching turmoil --- Quakers hold religious values of modesty
and self-control, the inner light of all humans, nonviolence as a
way of living while simultaneously being settler colonialists
occupying indigenous lands while defending the Lenape in the
name of Quaker harmony, while participating in and condemning slavery, and while being confronted with an open armed
rebellion against the British crown and a system of trade that
many of them benefitted from. Timothy Matlack lived this
reality as a Quaker, brewer, merchant, skilled calligrapher and
eventually an activist organizer for armed rebellion.
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The Free Quaker Meetinghouse is a material representation of such historical memory mostly absent form Independence National Historical Park. Independence National Historical Park has the potential to represent these sentiments.
Thoughtful design has the ability to not only unify the national
story, but also to reveal these absent or missing cultural memories. Full disclosure: My paternal grandmother is Annamary
Matlack. I grew up hearing this history.
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Revisionist History within Colonial Times

Core Foundational Thinking and Questions_

Key Notes:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
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Just as historical and modern political movements struggled for change and for
creating something “new”, so architects also strive to create new designs resulting
in new built structures. There are parallels between political change and architectures’ creative process. What are they? Transformations can rework both social
and design traditions.
Note: for a historical parallel I zeroed in Timothy Matlack and his role as scribe and activists for the Continental
Congress, Declaration of Independence and the eventual violent revolt against the rule of the British Crown and
Matlack’ s abandonment of the Quaker principal of nonviolence. I also have family ties to the Matlack ancestry
and it’s involvement in the “American Revolution” and that involvement’s impact on the Philadelphia Quaker
community.

Who do architects serve in this quest to create new built environments of historical
memory just as political groups seeking change and new political systems appeal
to and serve sectors of the population?

What if architects, based on their beliefs about political and economic systems,
refused to design for existing power elites, just as political groups seeking change
have done and will do? (Thought of Renzo Piano’s Jean-Marie Tjibaou Kanak
cultural monument which, though financed by the French national government,
served an oppressed indigenous population in a former French colony and Rem
Koolhaas’ building for the Chinese Central Television – CCTV -- controlled by the
Chinese Communist Party, which served a dictatorial ruling party) What would
their design and built environments be like? What would have happened if Timothy Matlack remained true to his Quaker beliefs of nonviolence and refused to
scribe the Declaration of Independence and organize for the revolt against the
British crown and instead found other ways to gain independence from the British
crown?
When architects design memorials and museums whose history should they represent if they are to strive for something new? In the process of designing memorials and monuments representing historical memory how do architects balance
the need for creative authenticity with the need to create an attraction that serves
the tourist market?

Given these core lines of thought what would be an alternative design/built environment at Independence National Historical Park (INHP)? I really think the contrast between the Piano memorial structure for the Kanaks and the Koolhaas
structure for the Chinese communist party’s TV network represent two contrasting
projects when architects created something “new” with two different clients in
mind. Koolhaas claimed he was “killing the skyscraper” to soften his capitulation
to the authoritarian Chinese Communist party. (1) And I think the Independence
National Historical Park is a site which is ripe for another such contrast, for something “new”.
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Summary of Influences_

“Narrative, particularly for our office, is really very crucial. It’s not so much that we continually tell stories, but that we want to be disciplined about how each operation embodies a
narrative, embodies an ambition, embodies intentions, and has an aim.”
Rem Koolhaas, from Helvetica/Objectified/Urbanized: The Complete Interviews by filmmaker Gary
Hustwit, 2015

My project is based on transformational processes in the
context of designing spaces representing historical memory.
Social and political transformations challenge existing social
structures while also using the existing constructs in transformative ways to propel “building change” as Lisa Findley
describes this dynamic. Architects and the architecture they
create often service the powerful. But as Findley argues in her
book, Building Change: Architecture, Politics and Cultural
Agency, architects and architecture can represent changing
power dynamics. Architects can be “imaginative producers of
culture” and their built spaces can represent the once hidden,
marginalized aspects of a culture. (2)
At the Venice Biennale in 2010 Rem Koolhaas and his
organization OMA/AMO weighed in on the relationship
between preservation and architecture. The exhibition, titled
CRONOCAOS, displayed ideas on what it means for a place
and space to have special status. Status was broadly defined
in terms of culture, history or environment. Koolhaas speculates that historic preservation can lead to a forgetting of past
events and cultural expressions. Preservation can serve one of
Findley’s “spatial strategies of power” selecting what gets
represented on a “raised platform” and what is given grand
scales. (3) Or as Koolhaas puts it preservation can represent
preferred authenticities. (4) In an effort to satisfy the demands
of market tourism certain histories are cleaned. Conflictual and
possibly disturbing aspects are not represented producing a
“presumptive mediocracy” in Koolhaas’ words. (5) The architect becomes caught up in a complex stage of trying to
achieve recognition and fame through designed preservation
while also risking irrelevance and incomplete design content.
Attraction and fame need to be present. And the preserved
history needs to continue to exist and also to evolve, to revise,
and spotlight new content. Koolhaas notes the basic questions
of designing historical memory revolve around what should
disappear and what is given lasting life. (6)
The perspectives and role for architects that Findley and Koolhaas write about can be applied to the spatial representation of
historical memory. Architects as cultural agents can comprehend and represent histories that were past presences but are
missing or absent from current monumental structures, be they
historical restorations, preservations, museums or symbols of
historical significance.
A prime example of an architect attempting to capture
an “absent presence” (7) is the Tjibaou Cultural Center in New
Caledonia. The project was funded by the French national
government in 1991 and led by Renzo Piano and the Building
Workshop team. Piano knew from the start that he was
designing a symbol of a marginalized, hidden but present
culture, that of the indigenous Kanak people. (8) Piano

immersed himself in the Kanak traditions and listened to representatives of the Kanak community, using what he learned in
transformative ways to design a monumental site for a Kanak
cultural center. Historically the Kanaks had no permanent built
structures but did construct villages of small wooden homes
topped with conical thatched roofs along a corridor of open
space often bordered with columnar pines. Such spatial lines
became the basis of Piano’s monumental structures, the glulams. (9) Taking a slice of the conical roof shape and the
columnar lines of the pine trees Piano imagined those shapes
and lines at a grand, monumental scale. Thus, Piano’s work
signifies traditional Kanak cultural village structure used in a
transformative manner to produce a symbol and space to
house their historical memory.
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Sentence, Paragraph, Page

Thesis Statement_

Monuments represent long-standing,
ingrained social relations and beliefs.

Monuments represent long-standing, ingrained social relations and beliefs.
Monument architecture can also represent histories of significant,
world-changing social and political events. One set of religious and cultural
beliefs and practices alters and even eventually replaces another. Once
accepted traditions of inherited political authority represented by emperors
and monarchies are reformed, even rejected and overthrown by principles
of human equality and the rights of all people. Constructs of racial and
gender supremacy and authority are challenged, modified and overthrown
by those considered inferior . Such social and political transformations
challenge existing constructs while also using them in new transformative
ways. The established and the new are intersectional and result in transformation of both. Monarchy becomes celebrity without political power, while
popular elections rule. Women replace men as authority figures. Blackness and queerness become identities and sources of personal power.
Similarly, “new” architectural design philosophies and productions challenge existing design systems while often using the existing design traditions in transformative ways. Steel infrastructure replaces masonry construction reducing masonry to decoration. The technology of glass skins
transforms external walls . When selected histories of social and political
transformations are meshed with transformative design concepts then
“new” monumental architecture can be created to memorialize the events.
New monumental architecture will represent what is absent from the existing monument -- what history, what past culture, and what alternative history is not represented and what monument design will capture the negative. (paragraph)
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(sentence)

Monuments represent long-standing, ingrained social relations and beliefs. Monument architecture can
also represent histories of significant, world-changing social and political events. One set of religious and
cultural beliefs and practices alters and even eventually replaces another. Once accepted traditions of
inherited political authority represented by emperors and monarchies are reformed, even rejected and
overthrown by principles of human equality and the rights of all people. Constructs of racial and gender
supremacy and authority are challenged, modified and overthrown by those considered inferior. Such
social and political transformations challenge existing constructs while also using them in new transformative ways. The established and the new are intersectional and result in transformation of both. Monarchy
becomes celebrity without political power, while popular elections rule. Women replace men as authority
figures. Blackness becomes identity and personal power. Similarly, “new” architectural design philosophies and productions challenge existing design systems while often using the existing design traditions in
transformative ways. Steel infrastructure replaces masonry construction reducing masonry to decoration.
The technology of glass skins transforms external walls. When selected histories of social and political
transformations are meshed with transformative design concepts then “new” monumental architecture
can be created to memorialize the events. New monumental architecture will represent what is absent
from the existing monument -- what history, what past culture, whose history is not represented and what
monument design will capture the negative.
This thesis project will explore the concept and design of monument architecture and how it reflects
particular histories. Critically it will focus on how monument architecture doesn’t reflect “other” histories
and alternatives to existing historical accounts. Key elements are the negativity of monuments in terms of
what is not represented and the application of symbolic space and its physical representation of what is
missing. The thesis project will apply this interest to a period of colonial history in the United States (specifically Timothy Matlack and the Colonial revolt against the British monarchy) and the Independence Mall
locale in Philadelphia. How could a different, altered set of actions by Timothy Matlack (with others)
changed the course of history and altered the origins of our nation? What if this skilled calligrapher and
Quaker activist had used his skills differently to promote independence from the British monarchy? This
central character, himself underrepresented in the colonial history of the United States, played a key role
in developing the foundational mythology of the United States. This foundational mythology has and is
being challenged. The historical political and social transformation that founded the United States is itself
being altered and transformed. The absence of certain underrepresented groups is the most obvious
critique. Women, African Americans, and Indigenous people seem to not have a place at the table of
foundational history, while in contradiction the “inalienable” rights of every man equality, and justice were
bedrock principals of the founding. But also, what of Quaker principals of nonviolence, negotiated truths
and harmony and Matlack’ s alteration, even rejection, of Quaker principals. This absence is something
that a modern designer can account for at the same site of a current historical monument, such as Independence Mall. This is what this project will attempt to do. The interplay of monuments for the “included”
people and culture and the absence of the “excluded” groups, cultures, and the missing can be made
apparent and significant through thoughtful design. It is an ambitious undertaking, but one that should be
attempted. How else could the lavished fairness of the history and foundation of this nation otherwise be
transformed for what it truly entailed. (page)
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Independence Mall : Philadelphia, PA

Anti-Postcards_
Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“I believe that Benjamin Franklin went to
heaven. The sign at the park has an arrow
pointing towards the sky for directions to his
grave.”
- said by a third grade student
after a field trip to Independence
Mall

Address:

Based Research: wayfinding in national parks

ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall

Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“The venting duct work and filtration system
is a precaution to save a building, The Free
Quaker Meeting House, often neglected by
funding and public awareness”
- Independence National Park
Spokesperson

Address:

Based Research: preservation of historical buildings

ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall

Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“I recently couldn’t figure out how to sync
my contacts on the new Iphone 11. I really
thought this glass enclosure housed an
Apple store, just like the one on 5th AVE in
NYC. I came to find out that it is an exhibit
of the National Park for the servant quarters
on the mall. Very interesting and unexpected history lesson. ”
- bewildered Northern Liberties
Resident

Based Research: vernacular of National Monuments

9

Address:

ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall
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Independence Mall : Philadelphia, PA

Anti-Postcards_continued
Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“I’ve tried so many ways to make these
benches feel comfortable. No matter what
you do, it isn’t possible. And don’t even
think about lying down on them ”
- Independence Mall homeless
male

Address:

Based Research: Bench design and layout. How can
Independence Mall serve as a catalyst to address homelessness?

ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall

Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“I use to come here for lunch when I
worked, I am retired now. These birds have
nothing to eat in the winter, so I leave them
suet. I enjoy watching them with the
increased free-time I have now, but I’m not
a steward for the wildlife in this park. Did
you know there is an older guy who prunes
the trees on Kelly drive on his own time in
the spring? I heard he is roughly my age
and is single. Do you possibly know his
name or number? ”

Address:

- retiree named Meredith

Based Research: Wildlife in the park.

ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall

Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“I asked the tour guide how come there are
only three windows on the inside of the
room when the outside facade indicates
there are four? I thought i counted right”
- perplexed tourist

Address:

Based Research: vernacular of National Monuments
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ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall
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Independence Mall : Philadelphia, PA

Anti-Postcards_continued
Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“I never heard of Timothy Matlack before
until this guy said he penned the Declaration of Independence. I don’t think they
taught that in history class.”
- tourist from Montana

Address:

Based Research: appropriating historical artifacts, figures, and
stories.

ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall

Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“Working in the park, as security, I just got
tired of people asking this basic question.
So I went to staples down the street, had
them printed and hung’em myself ”
- private security guard

Address:

Based Research: guerrilla installations and activism in the park

ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall

Greetings from Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA

postage

cover photo description:

“I’ve never seen this building open and it
seems they don’t even take care of it. I
walk pass everyday on the way to work and
almost tripped on a brick once. Instead of
fixing it they put on these cones the very
next day.”
- pedestrian commuter

Address:

Based Research: vernacular of National Monuments
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ANTI Postcards of Independence Mall
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Who visits the park and why?

INHP Visitor Demographics_

2.9% Asian

1% Native American

2.9% African
American

94% White

4.6 million visitors in 2017
What did they visit?

15

12 out of 2,551 Visitor
Sample Visited the Free
Quaker Meeting House
What facilities did they use?

16

Timothy Matlack
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Essay I_

Timothy Matlack: Memory and Monument as
Transformation
Skilled craftsmen: from written
word to architectural design, both
later viewed as monumental

The currents of social and political transformations that flowed through the British colonies of North America in the eighteenth century
were the same currents of change that impacted
the life of Timothy Matlack. Traditional British
monarchy, based on inherited birthrights of
social and political authority, was being eroded
by emerging democratic constructs about the
rights of individuals. Concepts of government
were advanced based on popular free expression and selection. The authority of state religion
as represented by the bishops of the Church of
England was being worn away by emerging
religious belief systems based on the spiritual
practice of individuals with lay clergy or no clergy
at all. These transformations challenged existing traditions while also using them as tools of
transformations. Timothy Matlack was born into
these developing conflicts.
Born in 1736 into a second-generation
Pennsylvania Quaker settler family, Timothy
Matlack Jr. used his economic connections with
Quakers, the Quaker religious organization and
many of its tenets of belief to eventually transform himself into a radical political activist advocating armed revolt against the British Crown
and the establishment of a more inclusive representational democracy. William Matlack, Timothy’s grandfather, arrived in Pennsylvania in 1677
as an indentured carpenter. Eventually he and
his spouse, Mary Hancock, along with two other
Quaker settlers bought a tract of fertile bottomland along branches of Pennsauken Creek. They
acquired this land from local Lenape clan (Chief
Tallaca) with the added benefit that Lenape
women had already cleared it for planting. (10).
Timothy Matlack’ s father, also named Timothy
Matlack, left farming to set up a country store in
the Quaker established town of Haddonfield,
New Jersey. When Timothy Matlack was eight
his Father relocated his store to Philadelphia and
had started a distillery for rum borrowing money
from a slave (Primus) as well as ninety other
creditors. Timothy Matlack’ s Father died when
Timothy was sixteen, leaving the family in debt.
(11). Given the heavy debt, Timothy’s Mother,
Martha, was able to enroll Timothy in Alexander
Seaton’s Charity School as a “poor scholar”, (12)
At thirteen Timothy began his apprenticeship to
learn the merchant trade with the wealthy Quaker
merchant John Reynell. Timothy did all of the
document writing. His apprenticeship contract
was in effect until his twenty-first birthday and
required Timothy to be devoted member of the
Society of Friends in Philadelphia. As an apprentice Timothy honed his skills in calligraphy. In
fact, his neighbor Benjamin Franklin heard of
Matlack’ s skills in calligraphy and commissioned
him to write a petition on parchment, “To the
King’s Most Excellent Majesty for Council”. This
was to be Matlack’ s first but not last use of this
traditional art to advocate for increasingly radical
political change. (13) Also, members of the
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting considered him
worthy of Quaker ministry. (14). This was not to
be.
Timothy Matlack completed his obligated
apprenticeship in 1757 and by 1760 had started
a Philadelphia mercantile trade in clothing and
metal goods (German steel products). (15)
Timothy Matlack’ s initial violation of Quaker
principles took place in March 1764. Matlack

joined an armed militia of two hundred Quakers to defend Conestoga indigenous people
from an armed frontier Scots-Irish militia
marching on Philadelphia vowing to kill the
“Indians” and anyone who tried to stop them.
Twenty Conestoga Christian indigenous people
had already been murdered by such militia in
the Lancaster area (Paxton Massacres) and the
survivors were in Philadelphia for protection.
Matlack’ s open advocacy of arms to protect
the Conestoga crossed paths with Quaker
principles of pacifism, neutrality in the face of
government discord and avoidance of angry
conflict. (16) William Penn, the Quaker founder
of the colony, had promised a “peaceable
kingdom” including relations with indigenous
people. Local Philadelphia Quakers had
recently organized the Friendly Association for
regaining and preserving “Peace with the
Indians by Specific Measures”. Even given this
historical and then current context, Matlack’ s
decision to take up arms in defense of the
Conestoga led to conflict with the Quaker
establishment. (17). Soon thereafter Matlack
was politically active supporting the demands
of frontier settlers and local mechanics/laborers (many of whom were Scots-Irish) for equal
representation in the Pennsylvania Assembly
which was dominated by wealthy, property
owners. Timothy advocated suffrage for all
“freemen” age 21 and over who were assessed
to pay taxes. But it wasn’t until the revolutionary fervor of 1776 that the Pennsylvania
Assembly passed this definition of suffrage.
(18).
The Philadelphia Quaker establishment
now began to quietly identify those among
them who violated the principles of Grace and
Truth. The Philadelphia Society of Friends
disowned Timothy Matlack, Jr. in 1764 due to
poor attendance at Quaker meeting, violations
of the Quaker Book of Discipline (horse-racing,
betting, taking up arms), and failure to satisfy
his creditors. Other Quakers were also
denounced. One month later his Mother died.
Matlack then became well known among the
political activists of Philadelphia who frequented the numerous taverns for discussion and
debate. Matlack’ s break with the Philadelphia
Quaker establishment seemed complete. In
the language of the time, Timothy Matlack was
becoming a Public Man. (19)
By Sept 1774 organized open resistance to the British Crown was growing and
the First Continental Congress met in Philadelphia. Timothy Matlack openly advocated and
organized for the Pennsylvania Assembly to
send delegates. Members of the First Continental Congress drafted an appeal to the
British King. Charles Thomson the Congress
secretary commissioned Timothy Matlack to
scribe the appeal letter. In turn members of the
First Continental Congress planned an economic boycott if no satisfactory response was
provided by the British crown. Timothy Matlack moved closer to organized resistance and
supported the boycott among the established
Quaker merchant class trying to convince them
that British tyranny violated Quaker faith. But
Philadelphia Quakers were divided about
boycott and many wealthy Quaker merchants
declared the boycott violated Quaker principles. (20)

By April 1775 open, armed rebellion by
local militia against the British military started
in Boston. In response Timothy Matlack
involved himself in organizing an armed Free
Quaker militia of “associators”– the “Blues”
named so for the color of the cockades on their
hats. Organized Quaker pacifism was now
transformed into organized Quaker militia
defending the cause for independence and
democratic government. Timothy Matlack was
commissioned as a colonel in the Pennsylvania
militias. During May 1775 the Second Continental Congress opened in Philadelphia. In
Oct 1775 Timothy was appointed Storekeeper
of Military Supplies and in 1776 appointed
Commissary of the Committee of Claims to
secure military supplies as well as Secretary of
the Committee of Officers of Philadelphia’s
three militia battalions as well as secretary of
the Marine Committee (armed ships). The
transformed Quaker, Timothy Matlack, was
now organizing warfare. Meanwhile the Philadelphia Society of Friends publicly declared its
pacifism and neutrality. (21)
The U.S. Army 111th Infantry Regiment
Pennsylvania Army National Guard's 56th
Stryker Brigade Combat Team, 28th Infantry
Division nicknamed the "Associators" use the
unit insignia of an associator volunteer, one of
the few surviving contemporary examples of
the associator legacy of early colonial Pennsylvania
By July 1776 the Second Continental
Congress produced its open call for an independent United States. Timothy Matlack and
Anthony Morris gave a public reading of this
Declaration of Independence in Philadelphia
July 4, 1776 at the Phila State Assembly (22).
On July 19, 1776 Charles Thomson as Secretary of the Second Continental Congress
assigned Timothy Matlack to prepare a finely
engrossed copy of the Congress’ Declaration
of Independence on animal skin with feathered
quilt pen. This was to be the document copy
that members of the Second Continental
Congress would sign therefore risking their
lives along with many others supporting the
rebellion. Timothy Matlack then resumed his
role as a Colonel in the Pennsylvania Militia,
engaged in combat and was a member of the
Committee of Safety as well as his other
assigned duties until the end of the war. (23)
By 1782 Free Quakers and established Phila
Quakers were competing for political power in
Pennsylvania. The Philadelphia Society of
Friends petitioned the Pennsylvania Assembly
to investigate Timothy Matlack’ s financial
record keeping in his role as administrator of
licenses. (24) In response to this and other
conflicts the Free Quakers organized their own
Quaker assembly in Philadelphia. Timothy
Matlack functioned as a self-taught architect
and drew plans for a Free Quaker Meetinghouse at Fifth and Arch streets in 1783. It is
based on a traditional Quaker meetinghouse
layout! Timothy Matlack also acted as the
construction manager. In June 1784 three
hundred attend the first two meetings at the
Free Quaker meetinghouse. The Free Quaker
Meetinghouse still stands at its original location
as part of the Independence National Historical
Park. (25)

Timothy Matlack came of age in the
English Quaker community engrossed in
concepts of the worth of all humans who
possess an “inner light”, living in harmony by
means of nonviolent practices, avoidance of
open conflict and threats of harm, his skill in
the art of English calligraphy, modesty and
morality. And yet Matlack at times in response
to the political structures and conflicts of his
time used these Quaker principles to challenge
political traditions while at other times openly
violating them such as his advocacy for the
Scott-Irish settlers, armed conflict and organized warfare.

Living through and advocating transformations often is accompanied by the use of
some traditions to promote change and transform those traditional constructs while also
directly rejecting those established constructs.
This happens simultaneously. Choices are
made with results that become the starting
point of further transformations. Matlack could
have embraced his nonviolent Quaker traditions, recognition of speaking truth to the inner
light of those in authority and organized for
nonviolent direct resistance to the British
Crown. Who knows perhaps such an alternative rebellion would have transformed the
meaning of

defense for the new nation state and how its
citizens resolved conflict?
Using traditional concepts and beliefs in
new ways is an indicator or sign of transformative turmoil not only in the world of social and
political events but also in architectural design.
Posing alternatives, the paths not yet taken,
and other possibilities are also keys to transformative design. In my design work centered on
the Free Quaker Meetinghouse on Independence National Historical Park I will attempt to
use traditional architectural design constructs
in transformative ways to create spaces dedicated to veiled historical memory and public
expression.
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Liberty Bell

Essay II_

From George Washington’s Birthday to a Phillies HR:
“The evolution and commodification of the Liberty Bell”
As a historic symbol and signal for
historic memory. It is a memorial
sign.
Isaac Norris was a member of an affluent
Quaker merchant family that assisted William
Penn in the founding of the Pennsylvania Colony
and the city of Philadelphia. By 1751, Norris was
the speaker of the Pennsylvania colonial legislature. In this position he ordered a new Pennsylvania colonial state house bell from an English
manufacturer. To be forged from copper and tin
with traces of lead, zinc, arsenic, gold and silver,
this bell would symbolize political authority in the
bell tower of the state house in Philadelphia. The
bible verse that was chosen by Norris to be
inscribed on the Bell was from Leviticus 25:10
and stated: “Proclaim LIBERTY throughout all
the Land unto all the Inhabitants thereof”. The
inscription and cracking of the liberty bell during
its first ringing in 1752 may have foreshadowed
its future role in the founding of a nation. Two
recasts by local foundry craftsmen made the
Pennsylvania State House bell ring melodiously
for many years as the transformation of a people
gathered around it and transformed into an
independent nation from the British monarchy,
obtaining liberty and freedom for almost all its
inhabitants...

As a symbol and sign
celebrating inspiration and the
hope for social transformation

As a symbol and sign of absent
presences, of what is not memorialized as ideal history, the
negative, the missing
The Liberty Bell was not rung to honor
the murdered Conestoga indigenous people in
1764. Nor was it rung when the Philadelphia
Quaker Yearly Meeting was split apart as many
Quakers violated their pacifist morality and
waged warfare against the army of the British
Crown. Nor was it rung to celebrate its new
name, The Liberty Bell, given by the abolitionists of the New York Anti-Slavery Society in
1835.
Also, today six feet from the entrance to
the Liberty Bell Center in the Independence
National Historic Park are the remnants of the
sleeping quarters used by slaves Washington
kept in the President’s House on this recreated
site. To do this Washington used a “work
around” to avoid the 1780 Pennsylvania law
that released enslaved persons after living in
Pennsylvania for six months. Washington
simply sent them back to his Virginia estate or
New Jersey before every six-month period
ended and then had them returned to the
President’s House.

As a symbol and sign of historical
mythology and celebration, the
ideal presence as described by
the eighteenth-century scholar
Lord Kames. In contrast the Liberty Bell is also a reified commodity, a marketable icon for entertainment, sports and the selling of
a brand concept

(2)

Commodification takes human concepts such as liberty and converts them in to
images, branding slogans for products, tourist
locations, and objects for sale. There are now
thousands of visual and physical replicas of the
cracked bell used as symbols for liberty as well
as marketing. Atop Citizens Bank Park is a
huge lite replica of the Liberty Bell that rings
and flashes each time a Phillies ball player hits
a homerun. The Philadelphia Eagles cheerleaders were once named the Liberty Belles. Online
and retail stores provide chocolate liberty bells,
shirts with the liberty bell image, liberty bell
with your corporate logo, and coasters with
images of the liberty bell.

(3)

As Timothy Matlack and Anthony Morris
publicly read the Declaration of Independence in
Philadelphia the state house bell sounded
throughout the city.* The date was July 4, 1776.
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness were
not to be restricted by any government. Open
rebellion against the British Crown was well
underway.
In 1843 and then again in 1847 the
Liberty Bell was rung to commemorate the
birthday of the founding father hero, George
Washington. It cracked both times; not ideal, but
mythologized into a famous but acceptable flaw.
The branded image of the Liberty Bell now
included this flaw. The delicate nature of the
Liberty Bell, with its now infamous crack, was
never put to question again on getting repaired
or even replaced. The acceptance of the flaw
relates to the guarantee of First Amendment
rights from 1791 to every United States citizen.
Similarly, the Amendments address the flaws of
the early Constitution. This was again noted
during the Liberty Bell’s tour of the country
symbolizing unity after the Civil War.

(5)
(1)
A mythological foundational story belief that has very little evidence to back up* (1) 1978 Philadelphia Eagles Cheerleaders nicknamed the
“Liberty Belles” (2) Citizens Bank Ballpark in Philadelphia home of the MLB team the Philadelphia Phillies (pictured in center field is the
super-sized Liberty Bell replica that performs a light show for every Phillies homerun) (3) 1915 journey to the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San
Francisco pictured here with Chief Little Bear, a member of the Blackfeet tribe (4) Liberty Bell key chain souvenir (5) The Liberty Bell. Boston:
American Anti-Slavery Society, 1856
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Free Quaker Meeting House

Essay III_

A Transformational Conceptual Design of the
Free Quaker Meetinghouse

The difficulty is to respect the presentation of absent histories while providing an “attraction”. The architect
and the design must achieve authenticity while also creating social fame. The tourists will come to experience the historical memories and they will come to be entertained.
Monuments can represent long-standing
ingrained social relations and beliefs. Monumental architecture can also represent histories of
significant, world-changing social and political
events. Such social and political transformations
challenge existing constructs while also using
them in new transformative ways. Timothy
Matlack and other member Quakers of the
Philadelphia Society of Friends used some
Quaker beliefs such as individual rights of conscious and justice and the inner spirit of all
humans equalizing the value human life to challenge the British monarchy. And eventually as
“Free Quakers” they challenged the Quaker value
of nonviolence in the face of tyranny. Again, the
theme emerges of using the existing constructs
in transformative ways to create new constructs.
Similarly, new architectural design philosophies and productions can test long-standing
architectural traditions while using them in
transformative ways. The Free Quaker Meetinghouse is a historical preservation within a national park. Its design and appearance are intended
to be ever living. Simultaneously it is a historic
structural symbol that is also part of a marketable tourist site. Thus, when I began to conceptualize the transformation of the Free Quaker
Meetinghouse on Independence National Historical Park, I struggled with a design that transformed the traditional even classic onto a
preserved built space while accommodating
millions of tourists each year. I returned to
classical architectural forms ---the Xystos or
Xystus and the rotunda. I thought of some of
my past explorations of architectural designs
that captured the transition from interior space to
public exterior space, specifically the Greek
Xystos. The Xystos existed as a transition from
the interior of the Greek gymnasium. The Xystos
often structured a space open to the outdoors by
running a roof supported by columnar pillars
enclosing several feet under the roof while open
to a central courtyard or public space often with
a hardscape surface. Greek gymnasiums not
only were fitness centers for Olympian athletes
but also centers for intellectuals and philosophers and the public to mix. (26) This traditional
design provided a built space for the spatial and
spiritual activity of a Quaker meeting transitioning to exterior space for public activity and
interaction. Such a dedicated space does not
exist in a purposeful way at Independence
National Historic Park except for common mall
grassy areas and walkways, which do not invite
gathering and interactions, and a commercial
interior rental space in the Independence visitor’s
center.
I have applied the traditional concept of
the Xystos to the free Quaker Meetinghouse by
opening up a transition passageway on the west
side of the building to a concept of the Xystos.
This is a columnar supported space on its north
and south and east side with the existing roof
line being carried eastward on the columns.
Flooring under the roof would likely be poured
concrete. The space would function as a free
meeting space as well as containing interactive
designed materials that would reflect some of
the “absence presences” for the park. In turn
emerging from the south side of the Free Quaker
meetinghouse is a modern representation of
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interior to exterior space --- a glass skinned
corridor (on its west side) running south into a
cylindrical rotunda with interior ramping taking
visitors to the mall. Within the cylinder are
glass skinned cut-throughs for natural lighting.
The walls along the ramping would serve as
exhibition spaces.
Now arrives the simultaneous energies
of a designed built space housing colonial
history and the dynamism of a tourism market.
It makes sense to me that local Philadelphia
groups be invited to populate the spaces with
representations of “absence presences”.
However, my own ideas for the space under or
adjacent to the Xystos and within the rotunda
include:
Six to nine miniature liberty bells on grounded wooden stands under or adjacent to
the roofed Xystos inscribed with those absent histories associated with the Liberty Bell as
well as signage. For example such inscriptions on each of the liberty bells could be: the
image of a Liberty Belle cheerleader, of Philadelphia abolitionists, Philadelphia suffragettes, an image of a Philadelphia Quaker with a long rifle and signature blue feather cap,
the name (Hercules) of George Washington’s enslaved chef at the Presidential House in the
park, Lenape image from the graphic novel Ghost Story: The Rise and Fall of the Conestoga, about the 1763 massacres of Conestoga indigenous people living in the Pennsylvania
colony which, in response to, Timothy Matlack and other Quakers took up arms to protect
Conestoga that came into Philadelphia. Such bells could be rung by the public subject to
loudness standards and daily time restrictions.
Seating benches, under covered Xystos, arrange circularly reflecting the interior of
the Free Quaker meetinghouse, made of materials holding engravings and inscriptions on
the back support of original historical documents from the Library Congress of Philadelphia
and /or other historical archives from the period leading up to the revolt.
In the glass skinned cross-over corridor on its solid walls and walls of the rotunda
cylinder along the ramping leading to the mall could be digital or enlarged print depictions
of political cartoons, broadsides and proclamations, of the internal debate, declarations
and counter declarations and other documentation representing the struggle within the
Philadelphia Society of Friends and with the larger Philadelphia community leading up to
and during the armed revolt against rule by the British Crown. Examples of historical
archives housing such digitized documents are Library Company of Philadelphia and The
Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
A large pendulant could be created and hung from the center of rotunda that tourists would
experience as they walked down or up the ramping. The pendulant would
represent the Quaker ideal of the inner light within all humans ---- a central core light would
be overlaid with a Chihuly-like glass blown chandelier suggestive of a human form (for
example the Gold Crystal Cascade Chandelier in Benaroya Hall, Seattle). The chandelier
sculpture would in turn be covered periodically by a lowering black opaque casing with
multiple closed openings of various shapes and sizes, which would then open letting
beams of light out, and then casing would be raised. This would be repeated throughout
the day.
Beyond the modified Xystos to its south side could be a possible playground with
forms and objects representing play during the colonial period that would be inclusive.
For example, materials and designs based on Hopscotch, Graces, Quoits Ring Toss,
see-saws, Rolling Hoop, Riddles for Children.
A public bathroom designed as a colonial outhouse or necessaries. Could be brick
exterior with two seats per unit --- adult sized and child sized seats.

Free Quaker Meeting House

5th and Arch Streets Philadelphia, PA

New Deal Era Survey Building Drawings
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Independence Mall : Philadelphia, PA

Monument as?_ Speculation

“With respect to the visual arts (and in the broadest sense, all artifacts), therefore, the question is, what is artistic value and what is historic value?”
Interestingly Riegel goes on to merge historic monuments as that which presents us with physical evidence
of a historic development while also being art because it also represents the historic development of art.
Art history and social /political history are simultaneous presentations. Monumental architecture displays
and houses selected history while also reflecting the development of architecture as spatial art.

Therefore:
“Everything that has been and is no longer we call historical, in accordance with
the modern notion that what has been can never be again, and that everything that has
been constitutes an irreplaceable and irremovable link in a chain of development …… in
principle, every historical event is irreplaceable.”
“It is important to realize that every work of art is at once and without exception a
historical monument because it represents a specific stage in the development of visual
arts …… conversely; every historical monument is also an art monument, because even
a secondary literary monument like a scrap of paper with a brief and insignificant note
contains a whole series of artistic elements --- the form of the piece of paper, the letters, the composition --- which apart from their historical value are relevant to the development of paper, writing, writing instruments, etc.”
Riegel insinuates selectivity of historical memories using such words as “secondary”, insignificant, and “scrap”
but does not politicize the inherent power dynamics underlying what is determined to be a valued representation
of history. Therein lies the controversy inherent in the phrase “absent presences”.

All quotes are from the in-depth exploration of the monuments as concept: Alois Riegel, “The Modern Cult of Monuments: Its
Character and Its Origin “, (1928), Oppositions 25, (reprinted Fall 1982), 21- 51, as translated by Kurst Foster and Diane Ghirardo.
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Quakerism : The act of sitting quietly in a group, until a conflict is resolved.
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The selected represented memory of the William Penn Treaty of 1681 with the indigenous
Lenape, as depicted in 1775. As a Quaker, Penn named the Pennsylvania colony the “The
Holy Experiment”, a peaceable kingdom.

Political cartoon depicting Philadelphia Quakers and Franklin as monied elites seduced by
indigenous Lenape , 1764 “Digital Paxton: Digital Collection, Critical Education, and Teaching
Platform”. Library Company of Philadelphia

Proclamation by Quaker John Penn protecting the indigenous Lenape tribal
groups, 1764. “Digital Paxton: Digital Collection, Critical Education, and Teaching
Platform”. Library Company of Philadelphia

Sarcastic woodcut from pamphlet criticizing Quaker establishment 1764

Political cartoon and drinking song mocking Quakers
control of elections in Pennsylvania colony 1764
“Digital Paxton: Digital Collection, Critical Education, and
Teaching Platform”. Library Company of Philadelphia

The Politics of Revolt that engulfed the
Philadelphia Quaker Community 1774

Depiction of the colonial revolt against the British crown
that engulfed the Philadelphia Quaker community

“I ________ do declare that I do not hold myself bound to bear allegiance to George the third, King of
Great Britain and that I will not, by any means, directly or indirectly, oppose the establishment of a free government in this province by the convention now to be chosen, nor the measures adopted by the congress against
the tyranny attempted to be established in these colonies by the court of Great Britain.”

DakhaBrakha is a Ukrainian

punk-folk quartet basing it music in Slavic
song traditions while transforming such traditions into an ethno-chaos rap-like sound.
The name of the music quartet derives from
the Ukrainian verbs for give and take while
also playing on the Ukrainian word for roof.
Their song “Vesna” celebrates a Serbian Yugoslav airline steward, Vesno Vulovic, who in
1972 survived a likely 33,000-foot fall from
the commercial passenger plane. The plane
was allegedly destroyed by a planted bomb
and the event became part of the ethnic and
nationalist conflict narrative as the communist nation of Yugoslavia disintegrated and a
Post-Communism future was emerging. One
nation was dissolving as others, including
Serbian nationalism, was being built within it.
The story of this nationalistic figure was further promulgated by a Serbian folk singer
and entered Serbian mythology. Since her
death, a monument honoring Vesna has
been erected in Serbia.

Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories
Revisionist Histories

The story parallels that of Timothy Matlack, as during his lifetime the authority of
one nation ruled by a monarch is challenged
by another emerging nation based on democratic ideals. Serbian nationalism became
fascistic and in fact Vesno Vulovic denounced the leader of such Serbian nationalism and campaigned for those advocating
for a democratic, inclusive Serbia. Timothy
Matlack’s actions during his lifetime again
has parallels. Matlack was an activist for
inclusive representational democracy in part
based on Quaker values concerning the
worth of all human life. However no prominent historical mythology celebrates Timothy
Matlack other than signage by the road near
his grave. Thus, the question remains what
history becomes celebrated and monumentalized and what historical memory disappears from prominence.
Will the Independent National Historical Park
and the Free Quaker Meetinghouse live forever as is or will there be more transformations? Who will be memorialized by possible
future versions of INHP and the Free Quaker
Meetinghouse?
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“Declaration of Independence”
by John Trumbull

View looking North

Scott Craft
Thesis Advisor – Amy Kulper
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“Cultural memory
touches on something
in man that is older and
more durable than his
immediate presence,
something that moves
him because in it he
meets his immortal
alter ego”
“Bacon’s

(6)

(8)

(7)
(10)

(9)

Battle
Against the
Bulldozer”

Anti-Bibliography_
How can a drawing or plan of Independence Mall reflect
“European” or perfect Georgian style architecture more
than the European and English originals on which it was
modeled? (1)(3) Is it possible to show an alternative or a
breaking free of this style just like the founding fathers
deemed it imperative to break free from the King of
England? Throughout the history of the physical plot,
Independence Mall has evolved to try and tell a story of a
groundbreaking nation that still struggles with remembering and symboling “all” of its past. Visionaries such as
Edmund Bacon’s (4) total design of a city, or architect John
McArthur’s huge scale of a public building engulfing Independence Mall, both are examples that were greeted with
opposition.
A democratic design is not always obtainable and
just like closed board meetings of a few deciding the
physical environment of the many (4), a designer must take
the time to refine their intervention. “Public space” is
universal throughout the world and a Swiss architect living
in a small mountain town can relate to similar difficulties of
public space in an urban environment. (9) This is because
good designed public space is universal. There is no need
for a common spoken language to get the feeling or point
across. When envisioning how this could be manifested,

(1)

I thought of four examples of “near misses”. (5-8) I had
immense difficulty finding a common thread woven through
the four that made them only slightly relate-able. The closest term I deemed acceptable was their “opaqueness”.
Either through the elaborate nature of a facade (5), lack of
clarity in the thought driving the form (6), exploitation or
resemblance to native building techniques (7), or lastly,
poorly designed relations between new and old technology
(8); I honestly couldn’t think of how to distinguish the Memorial for Peace and Justice (10) as a positive. Could it be
said that none of these buildings or design techniques are
interchangeable? The historical symbolism carries a weight
of the meaning too heavy to move. I could not justify
switching the Memorial for the murdered Jews of Europe (8)
with a memorial for lynching victims of the United States
(10). Both deal with horrific events in human history, but
both designs are not interchangeable. This notion of public
space and memorial or monument architecture of being so
tied to the locale makes it hard to successfully replicate one
design from site to site. Each one has a set of variables and
meanings much too broad to design for or take into consideration for each design decision. As an architect, one must
listen to your initial emotions about the memorial story and
feelings for a site that has so much meaning.

(3)

(12)
(11)

(13)

(2)
(4)

(1) John Trumbull's painting, Declaration of Independence (2) Quote by architectural and art historian Sibyl Moholy-Nagy (3) Bell Chamber, Liberty Bell Pavilion (1975), Independence National Historical Park, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Romaldo Giurgola, architect (4) Photograph of Inpendence Mall looking north
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1951 (5) The United States Declaration of Independence (6) Floor Plan of The Free Quaker Meetinghouse, on the southeast corner
of 5th and Arch Streets in the Independence National Historical Park in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Architect: Timothy Matlack (7) Photograph of Independence Mall looking north Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 2015 (8) Timothy Matlack by Charles Willson Peale, 1790 (9) FPO Edmund Bacon on Whyy and a quoted
newspaper title (10) The National Memorial for Peace and Justice Montgomery, Alabama, US (11-13) Louis Kahn Traffic Study project , Philadelphia, PA (Plan
of proposed traffic-movement pattern) City Tower, project, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Perspective (14) Refettorio Felix at St Cuthbert’s in Kensington, London
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The founding fathers set the stage as seen in John Trumbull's painting (1), but a minor character is the focus of my
revisionist history, Timothy Matlack (8). How can a clerk,
brewer, and Quaker alter the course of history and the
birth of a nation? In addition, how can so little be known
about the person whose calligraphy graces the parchment
of the Declaration of Independence (5). A Quaker
disowned by his own community for his support of armed
violence against the oppression of the British Monarchy
and even after the war, forced to design a new place of
worship (6).
Similarly, the rich history represented at Independence Mall in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (4)(7) can also
be seen as a spatial context representing an ongoing
examination of the freedoms that the Declaration
and Constitution was written to protect. The Liberty Bell
(3) is a symbol of the first amendment but also as a
symbol of freedoms not granted to every citizen of America. How can this historic piece of land embody or symbolize the whole story of a nation over time? As apparent
by many changes and designs such as Edmund Bacon’s
vision of the mall (9), and the changing of the park from
city owned to a national park run by the federal government, Philadelphia’s Independence Mall has always had a
history of initiative and futuristic design solutions. No
other person, more than Louis Kahn, (11-13) has pushed

(14)

the envelope of “creative” thinking of what a city could
“look” like. As a designer and aspiring architect my thesis
looks for ways to connect and tell the whole story. In either
monument form such as the memorial for lynching victims
in the south (10) or in simple acts of kindness such as
London’s soup kitchen (14) for the homeless population,
Independence Mall has the potential to represent these
sentiments. Thoughtful design has the ability to not only
unify the national story, but also to reveal these absent or
missing cultural memories. (2)

(5)

(6)
(9)

“You have plots of land
with boundaries and
spaces between them.
And there are no public
spaces. The only thing
that the public is allowed
to do and is expected to
do is to build streets and
infrastructure. That’s it. ”

(7)

(8)

(1) Print of Independence Hall by Theodare Poleni Plan 1856 (2) Plan for the Improvement of Independence Square by George F. Gordon (3)
Photograph of model of Public Buildings by James Cremer, Architect John McArthur, Jr. 19XX (4) Edmund Bacon in board meeting (5) Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture, completed by British architect David Adjaye Washington, DC (6) Memorial to
the Murdered Jews of Europe architect: Peter Eisenmen Berlin, Germany (7) Jean-Marie Tjibaou Cultural Center 1991 - 1998, Noumea, New
Caledonia architect: Renzo Piano (8) Calgary Public Library Central Branch architect: Snohetta (9) quote from a movie “Peter Zumthor talks
about his work: A Biographical Collage
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absence

Jean-Marie Tjibaou

“Learning from the existing
landscape is a way of being
revolutionary for an architect.”

Denise Scott Brown

absence
Monument
monument

1
How does one become a
honored hero in their time?

3
touche!

this

Mall
mall

mall

monument

IS
NOT!

Memory
memory

Beliefs
beliefs
Chosen concepts, values,
practices as well as traditions
that guide our actions and social
interaction. Beliefs are subject to
ongoing challenges.

Selected events that define what is
considered important by the selectors.

beliefs

memory
Negative
Space
negative space

Public
public
Representing some object, place,
built structure that is intended
for everyone. To be public does
not require everyone must like the
public representation.

A design concept that focuses on the
experience of emptiness created by
designed structure and the space
surrounding structure.

public
Historical
Structures
historical structures

(1) A hypercritical fictional scenario of the founding fathers posing a question to Denise Scott Brown as it pertains to being “revolutionary” (2) (left to right) a
series of photos; my grandmother Annamary Matlack, my Uncle Tim with his fishing catch, and the headstone of Timothy Matlack in Audubon, PA. A glimpse
into a family or personal history touching on the potential bias’s as a designer. (3) Bell Chamber, Liberty Bell Pavilion (1975), Independence National Historical
Park, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Romaldo Giurgola, architect (4) Ariel Photograph of Independence Hall looking south Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1951 (5)
Front Elevation of The Free Quaker Meetinghouse, on the southwest corner of 5th and Arch Streets in the Independence National Historical Park in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Architect: Timothy Matlack (7) Newspaper clipping of local Audubon, PA paper, year 196? (8) collage made during fall 2019 semester
depicting current political events and similarities between the founding principles of the United States of America.

negative space
Historical
Figures
historical figures

Built structures representing
historical memory.

Persons representing historical
memory.

historical figures

historical structures
Transformation
transformation

A process of significant personal and social
change. Transformations can apply to
philosophies, religions, art, as well as design
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2
Learning from the existing
landscape is a way of being
revolutionary for an architect.

THESIS

A public, designed structure,
art work, and/or display intended
to communicate something
important has occurred.
Monuments are often intended
to indicate what we need to
remember.

revolutionary

Appendix_
WHAT

“If the word is missing
There is nothing left
If you do not respect the word
If you do not pass the word on
There is nothing left”

Revolutionary
revolutionary

bias’s, opinion’s, and belief’s

key words / phrases

Glossary
as Index_
Absence

transformation

What this thesis is not; an ode, family affair,
exploitation, or exploration into the politics of a nation. The
name “Timothy” seems to follow me wherever I go because
it is indeed my middle name, and one that has been given
from an “ancestor” on my grandmother, Annamary Matlack’s
side. It could also be said that it is a name derived from my
godfather Tim Gallagher. This parallels a story of a key figure
in the founding of my home nation, the United States of
America. Philadelphia is my birthplace where the
story of Timothy Matlack also takes place. A city still in the
highest population catergory of the United States but
outranks all other cities in the highest amount of poverty.
With its current issues and reputation of a city often overlooked, it still provides a rich history of “characters” that like
Mr. Matlack, have not been given the recognition warranted.
I did not grow up idolizing my middle name, nor the history/story of Timothy Matlack, not because of my choosing,
more or less because there was little out there. I cannot
justify this thesis as being a love story of a city I did not
grown up in. It is one like Mr. Matlack’s story, I’ve come to
explore on my own terms when the timing presented itself.

During the making of this thesis the United States of
America may need a reminder of these revolutionary founding fathers. The current president seems to divide more
then unify and puts his own idealogical beliefs first instead of
those this nation was founded on. I can’t help but think of
what their understanding of current events would come to
be. Their beliefs and actions were brave, intelligent, and at
the time revolutionary. Faults and certain characters of this
time cannot be forgotten, and just like the reminder of the
penmanship of the Declaration of Independence, one we
cannot overlook as a nation, because it symbolizes what
“we” as a nation are made of. My grandmother Annamary
has passed and with so my most poignant physical connection to this story or belief. It is one I must carry now, not for
self promotion or glorification, but one of remembrance. (for
a deeper visual dive : https://vimeo.com/384045470 )
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